Technical note: improved positioning protocol for patient setup accuracy in conventional radiotherapy for lung cancer.
This study aimed to investigate an improved setup protocol for maintaining patient setup accuracy, with minimal or no use of image-guided radiation therapy in conventional radiotherapy for lung cancer. A coordinate value for the treatment couch in the anterior-posterior (AP) direction was obtained from the first fraction using bony anatomy image guidance. The coordinate value was invariably used for patient positioning in the second and subsequent treatment fractions. The errors of 2410 setup image sets (anterior and lateral) from 105 patients with lung cancer were analyzed. The systematic and random patient positioning errors in the AP direction were 0.6 ± 1.0 mm. Such errors accounted for 97% of all fractions within ± 2 mm. The protocol resulted in minimal patient setup errors in the AP direction using only one image for guidance; therefore, it may be applied to conventional radiotherapy for lung cancer in case of insufficient image guidance.